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With much energy and excitement, the middle wing gave a good start to the new session with it’s very 

first activity planned for the day-the celebration on the occasion of Ambedkar Jayanti and it truly turned 

out to be a grand success. The celebrations were organized to make the students learn the significance of 

the day. Respected Coordinator ma’am boosted a spirit of enthusiasm in children by introducing them to 

the upcoming life skill activities. Along with the arrangements for the celebration by the middle wing, 

under the guidance of respected Co-ordinator- Ms. Aarti Parab, the children’s active participation was a 

cherry on the cake. 

 We marked the beginning of the day with a special assembly by the students of class VIII-A. It was truly 

enlightening to see the way students put up the beautiful presentation virtually. Students eagerly looked 

forward towards the presentation vedio on Dr. B.R. Ambedkar and the excitement level of the children 

was at peak. This was followed by a thought-provoking interaction by Coordinator ma’am wherein she 

encouraged the students for their active participation in upcoming activities and also teaching them 

various life-skills in a play-way method. Students felt elated after hearing ma’am’s message and agreed to 

adhere to it. Last but not the least, was the G.K. club activity/quiz in which students participated actively 

thereby enhancing their knowledge. 

Through this activity students understood the true meaning of unity in diversity and learnt the need to 

preach the values of brotherhood and peaceful living into our everyday lives. They also understood the 

significance of the Indian Constitution and how it came into force.The students witnessed how the 

pandemic has affected not only our daily life but also our National festivals and days. A feeling of pride 

and a sense of achievement was felt by all. It was a truly enlightening experience for everyone involved. 

 


